KBB l inTERVIEW

One last thing...

10

second
round-up

Most inspiring era?
A: 60s
L: 80s

Favourite food?
A: Avocado
L: Pasta

Favourite colour?
A: Racing Green
L: Navy

Perfect down time?
A: A film at the cinema
L: The pub

Seriously cool London-based supper club duo Laura
Jackson and Alice Levine, the ladies behind food and
lifestyle brand Jackson&Levine, talk tableware and
serving up successful dinners
Words: Yvette Murrell

What have you been up to lately?
We’ve collaborated with Habitat for a second
time, to launch a range of dinnerware which
we are really excited about. Together with the
help of Martha Coates, the brand's surface
and pattern designer, we’ve created a new
collection of bright ceramics. We’re also
global brand ambassadors for Nespresso
and California Almonds, too, as well as writing
our monthly food column for Marie Claire.
What inspired the new range of ceramics?
We both love Picasso, so a lot of the
inspiration came from his single-line drawings
and illustrations. We worked with a familyrun ceramics factory in southern Italy and we
think you can really see the influence this had
in the finished products – there’s lots of colour,
with a nod to classic Italian figurative artwork.
Plus, we’re forever collecting inspiration from
magazines, Instagram and Pinterest.
When you started hosting your supper clubs,
did you plan to bring out homeware too?
Not initially. We didn’t really have a set plan
in place when we started out, but we’ve both
always had a passion for interiors. We have
large collections of glassware, vases, and
ceramics at home, and most weekends have
our heads stuck into interiors magazines. It
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was a dream to collaborate with Habitat and
we would love to have a larger interiors range
one day – watch this space.
What’s a typical day like for you both?
It can really vary. One week we'll be
shooting a TV project, and the next creating
new recipes together. No day is the same –
but we wouldn’t want it any other way.
What’s been your career highlight so far?
We were so proud to launch our cookbook,
Round To Ours (£25, Quadrille). It took
us more than a year to put together, so
becoming published authors and seeing
our words printed on paper was a real
‘pinch-us’ moment.

Annabella hand-painted red
and pink ceramic jug, £45;
Francesca hand-painted red
and yellow ceramic small
platter, £20; Francesca handpainted pink and green
ceramic side plate, £12.

Top tip for hosting a successful
dinner party?
Be attentive. It’s so important to make each
guest feel special and entertained – take
coats, offer plenty of food, and keep
everyone’s wine glasses topped up.
What could you not live without?
Our mobile phones!
habitat.co.uk
jacksonandlevine.com
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